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Initial Stakeholder Consultation Report 
 
 
 

Chantaburi Starch wastewater treatment and biogas 

utilization project  

Soidao, Chantaburi, Thailand 
 

  

Procedure followed to invite stakeholder comments 
 

A. Public hearing for local stakeholders: 

 

Invitation procedure 
The Gold Standard Initial Stakeholder Consultation has been conducted by the project owner Chantaburi 
Starch Power Limited with assistance from South Pole Carbon Asset Management Limited (Switzerland 
based company responsible for CDM project development) and Papop Limited (Thai engineering 
company response for implementation of the wastewater treatment plant). 
 
Stakeholder groups as defined in the Gold Standard procedures have been identified and informed 
through oral and written means about the meeting. The invitation letter was sent by fax to participants 
located a long distance from the project, by regular mail to participants without access to a fax and there 
was an announcement of this meeting posted at the community hall for people who had not received an 
invitation letter. This invitation process was done 2 weeks before the meeting date. An example of the 
invitation letter can be seen in annex I. 
 

Place and date of the meeting  
The initial stakeholder consultation was held at a meeting room within Chantaburi Starch factory which is 
located 400m away from the wastewater treatment plant, on 22 august 2008.  
 

Meeting Participants 
The mentioned meeting was attended by local residents and representatives from the following 
stakeholder categories: 

 
1. Local residents 
2. Local government representatives 
3. Local entrepreneurs 

4. Employees 
5. Local farmers 

 
From the overall participants of 104 people, there are only 67 participants have followed the invitation, 
attended the meeting and returned the questionnaire. The following list shows only the participants who 
returned their questionnaires after this consultation. 

 

Participation Occupation/Organization 

Nuanchan Tongdaeng local resident 

Samnaeng Pansuwan local resident 

Kanittha phapim local resident 

Pannipa Saengthong local resident 
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Boonyuth Saoyod local resident 

Sukij Thawinthong local resident 

Mathee Klunmunkong local resident 

Kongsak Jaipasert local resident 

Nikom Thanuwat local resident 

Suthin Narongsorn vice mayor  

Sangud Narongsorn local resident 

Boonchan Saorod local resident 

Surasak Srisawaek local resident 

Kitti Saenruayngaen local resident 

Jai Moonpak farmer 

Orasa Muentiang farmer 

Sangam Kebpak farmer 

Boontarn Luadee local resident 

Warissara Jaiharn local resident 

Pichitpong Yodpikul police officer 

Sanit Sritakul farmer 

Panom Thamniam farmer 

Wipada Pholbumroong Civil engineer, government officer 

Boonsong Sopakhun head of the village 

Pratheep Preepan farmer 

Sompoje Julthai farmer 

Kanung Yaenarom farmer 

Noppadol Preamprasit farmer 

Wimol Suato farmer 

Supap Jumpa farmer 

Sompong Pannala merchant 

Ampol Kaewkam farmer 

Sompoj Wongsiri local resident 

Wicharnchai Srimala farmer 

Cholticha Phadungsat local resident 

Jittra Moonpat local resident 

Chanmanee Tongtawin local resident 

Amnaj Larbtawee local resident 

Jantee Kumjul local resident 

Auan Moonpat local resident 

Lai Koeytong local resident 

Wilai Yodklang local resident 

Boonchuay Sripa mechanic 

Boonlaew Sripa local resident 

Lek Kongkaew self-employ 

Boonchan Luadee laborer 

Nukul Attano mechanic 
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Somporn Moonpat farmer 

Wan Thamsathien farmer 

Pranee Boonta local resident 

Saichon Moonwan local resident 

Pitsamai Saenarsa farmer 

Swat Chantachote farmer 

Polkrit Suriyong farmer 

Laddawan Moonpat farmer 

Somsri Waree self-employ 

Somkieat Chaewwong farmer 

Nattanan Kaisuban local resident 

Tian Wandee farmer 

Sompong Wirunya farmer 

Jakkrit Suksamarn local resident 

Kiangkai Sritakul farmer 

Samai Pongsart farmer 

Amnaj Noppornpitak government officer 

Suthep Boondeelek local resident 

Udomsak Rongkana local resident 

Pongcharoen Rongkana local resident 

Thitiwat 
Rattanathamcharoen government officer 

Wicharn Sipaison police officer 

Saitong Jaiprasert farmer 

Boonlua Tongpen local resident 

Suwat Luanam local resident 

Narongsak chaewwong student 

Rassamee Pinitka farmer 

Preecha Wangsuppakijkosol local resident 

tadtong Duangchan self-employ 

somboon Jampa farmer 

Wattana Kuseu government officer 

Noppanan Prasawas government officer 

Kwat Amangla government officer from Soidao  

Sunwa Sukkasem government officer from Soidao  

Charin Boonpeng farmer 

Sombat Ladthong local resident 

Boonsri Putthajan farmer 

Tongsaeng Janyaban farmer 

Pongpitsanu Lapan local resident 

Winai Sila local newsman 

Sanguan Wongpa local resident 

Pattama Kaewkaew local resident 
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Lumkaen Pankaew local resident 

Jittisorn Kittipongthikorn local resident 

Jantra Boonyok local resident 

Suparp Moonpak local resident 

Prapas Putonglom government officer 

Supat Janyatham local resident 

Boonchan Saiboontang farmer 

Jul Jampa farmer 

Prajak Janwichit farmer 

Yommana Sawasdipong farmer 

Sompong Sopee farmer 

Tongyoi Kaewauan farmer 

Amnard Larptawee local resident 

Chantee Kamjul local resident 

Chanai Wongpitak local resident 
 

 

Language  
Documentation and meeting was held in Thai which is the local language. 

 

Meetings procedure  
 

 Opening (15 min) 

 Purpose of the consultation (5 min) 

 Description of the project and environmental impacts (20 min) 

 Questions and Answers session (10 min) 

 Completing checklists (Appendix E to the Gold Standard Project Deloper’s Manual) (20 min) 

 General feedback (15 min) 
 

Meeting documents and protocols  
On completion of the various meetings, the following documents were collected and attested by the 
signatures of the stakeholders that were present at the venue:  
 

1. Presence list with name, address and occupation.(Annex II) 
2. Non-technical description of the project (Annex III) 
3. Documentation on environmental impacts of the project (Annex III) 
4. Filled out Appendix E of Gold Standard (checklist) (Annex III) 
5. Notes for additional comments on the project activity (part of checklist for gold standard (Annex 

III)) 
 
These documents are available as hardcopies and will be handed over to the designated operational entity 
(DOE) conducting the Gold Standard validation process.  
 
 

B. Email consultation for Gold Standard supporting organizations in Thailand: 
 

Invitation procedure 
An invitation was sent to representatives of Gold Standard supporting organizations in Thailand and 
international Gold Standard Supporters on August 8

th
 2008. The invitation included a short introduction of 

the project and the date and location of the scheduled initial stakeholder consultation. No reply was 
received.  
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.  
 

 

Period of email consultation 
24 August 2008 to 22 August 2008. 
 

 

Compilation of comments received 
 

A. Public hearing for local stakeholders: 

 
The overall response to the Project, from 104 participating local stakeholders, was encouraging and 
positive. The greatest asset achieved by the project appears to be the positive effect on the environment. 
Stakeholders acknowledge that the improvement of wastewater treatment technology will reduce odors 
released to the surrounding area, which previously was a major concern for the surrounding community 
like other cases of tapioca starch factory. This project is viewed as a positive environmental plan that is 
important for local water resources and the community’s quality of life. The project is considered to be one 
of the leading projects in developing covered lagoons for tapioca starch manufacture, where currently the 
wastewater is considered as a major odor and methane producer. This project is considered a financially 
risky plan due to the required investment and rate of return. 
 
To sum up the sustainability of the project, the various benefits (as reported by local stakeholders) are 
listed below. 
 

1. The installed technology contributes to clean soil, water and reduced odors.  
2. Use of biogas represents a sustainable way for generating energy. 
3. While the system operates within strict environmental standards there will be no negative impacts 

to the environment due to the plant.  
4. The project is well designed, returning clean water to the environment and not producing 

additional pollution.  
5. The plant will create new jobs at the plant. 

 
37 questionnaires were not received. Some of these people declared that they could not read and write 
and other did not return their questionnaires back. No negative comments or reactions to the project have 
been received during the oral hearing.  
 
5 participants left general comments and asked questions related to the project: 
 

1. Village leader asked if there are any toxics contaminated in the treated wastewater. 
 
The representative from Papop, project developer, explained that the Tapioca starch process do 
not contain any toxics because tapioca starch is used as food and in the treatment process does 
not contain any toxic chemicals. 

 
2. One local resident doubted about the safety of the biogas system. 

 
Comment by project developer:”The nature of biogas is lighter than air so if it leaks from the 
system, it will flow upward to the sky. So in normal situation, it is difficult to cause fire.  In order to 
sell these CERs, company needs to have the leak detector to protect the gas leakage from 
system.” 

 
3. Vice mayor also asked for the uses of methane. 

 
Plant manager explained that the uses of methane in this plant are for Boiler and Gas Engine to 
produce electricity. The electricity is sold to Local Electricity Authority. The amount of electricity, 
made from this plant, will be enough for 3 villages around the Factory.  
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4. Local resident raised the issue of dust from the plant operation 

 
Project developer explained that there is no dust expected from the operation of this plant. 

 
5. Last question was asked by other resident. He wondered where the UASB tower is. 

 
Plant manger explains that UASB tower is located at the area next to the already existing 
wastewater treatment ponds. It is located behind the factory building. This location cannot be seen 
from outside because it is quite a distance from the entrance of the factory to the UASB tower. 
 

 
The Gold Standard questionnaire (Appendix E to the Gold Standard Manual for CDM Project Developers) 
has been presented in Thai. It consisted of 23 questions that were to be answered.  
 
The following 5 questions were answered with “yes” by some of the participants: 
       

 

1.     Question 1: Will construction, operation or decommissioning of the Project use or affect       

natural resources or ecosystems, such as land, water, forests, habitats, materials or,    

especially any resources which are non-renewable or in short supply?  
2 “yes”- answers. No specific comments. 

 
 

Answer by project owner: The aim of the project is avoiding any harm or threat to the environment 
or people. The construction of this project is under the supervision by the professional 
experienced company which has been working for this type of wastewater treatment system for 
over ten years. The construction has operated under international standard in order to ensure 
safety to employees and local residents around the area. 

 
 

2.   Question 15: Will there be any risk of accidents during construction or operation of the        

Project which could affect human health? 
2 “yes”-answers. No specific comments. 

 
 

Answer by project owner: The construction and operation of the plant is carried out in accordance 
with relevant safety standards and procedures. Accident risks are mitigated to the extent that can 
be influenced by the project owner. 
 

3.   Question 16: Will the Project result in social changes, for example, in demography,             

traditional lifestyles, employment? 
     7 “yes”-answers and   all the people who answer yes comment that this plant need to hire more 

local people to operate new plant. 
 

Answer by project owner: Given the overall very positive response to the project, it is assumed 
that the answers above highlight the beneficial social impacts of the project, as there was no 
explicit negative remark. The construction of this plant does not need so many people, so it would 
have the influence on a culture change. During plant operation, more employees will be needed to 
operate this section. This aspect will lead to positive effect to the community. 

 

4.  Question 19: Is the project in a location where it is likely to be highly visible to many      

      people? 
20 “yes”-answers. No specific comments. 

 
Answer by project owner: The plant is located next to the factory building, which is one kilometre 
from the local road and the closest communities around the factory area are located three 
kilometres away from the site. The surrounding areas are used to plant cassava and longan. This 
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makes it very difficult to see the UASB and Biogas container. All the people who answer “yes” 
consider that this plant is visible for them if they were in the meeting room, which is located close 
to treatment plant. 

 

5.   Question  20: Are there existing or planned land uses on or around the location e.g. homes, 

gardens, other private property, industry, commerce, recreation, public open space, 

community facilities, agriculture, forestry, tourism, mining or quarrying which could be 

affected by the project? 
3”yes” -answers by participants. 

 
Answer by project owner: This development uses only the area in Chantaburi Strach Factory. 
Wastewater treatment plant is located next to the recent wastewater treatment ponds which are in 
the middle of factory area. The construction and operation of this plant would use only the area 
within factory boarder. 

 
 
 
 

B. Email consultation for Gold Standard supporting organizations in Thailand: 
 
Regarding to this consultation meeting, the consultation document was sent two weeks prior to meeting to 
Gold Standard supporting organizations in Thailand such as the Appropriate Technology Association 
(ATA), Dhammanart Foundation and Renewable Energy Institute of Thailand (REIT). No comments were 
received.  
 
 

Changes to Project design based on comments received 
 
As no major environmental concerns were raised during the entire initial stakeholder consultation process, 
it was neither necessary to make any changes to the Project design nor to incorporate any additional 
measures to limit or avoid negative environmental impacts. The same applies to socio-economic 
concerns, which have not been raised at all. 
 
It is evident from the stakeholder consultation process, that the project is perceived as a positive example 
for the Tapioca starch factory in Thailand and that it contributes to sustainable development of the region. 
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Annex I : Sample of the invitation-acceptance letter (local language) 

 

Invitation letter (local language) 
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Acceptance letter (local language) 
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Annex II : The document presented of name list, address and occupation 
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Annex III : The delivered document during the meeting 

a. The non-technical description of the project 
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b. The environmental impact document 
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c.    The questionnaire 
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Annex IV : The picture taken during the ISC meeting 

 

 
 

 
Registration for the consultation in front of the meeting venue 
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Open the even by Management of the Chantaburi Strach Power Limited 

 

 
People who attend this public consultation come from different sectors such as police officer, local 

resident, teachers from local school and college and etc. 
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The consultation venue 

 

  
The presentation from project developer about the wastewater treatment technology 
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The questions are raised during the event  


